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Abstract

the different subtasks. We achieve this (1) by recognizing
that most follower subtasks can be solved with bounded
cost suboptimal planning techniques, which are often more
efficient than optimal planning algorithms; and (2) by using a symbolic representation to share information across
searches. Instead of considering the subtasks in isolation,
SLS symbolically represents all possible follower subtasks
that the leader can reach with a given cost. Not only does
this avoid the explicit enumeration of all possible states in
the leader state space, which can potentially provide an exponential advantage in terms of memory and time, but it also
allows for sharing information, e.g., by reusing upper bound
functions for cost-bounded planning algorithms.
Besides this algorithmic contribution, we also introduce
an extension of Stackelberg planning, using soft goals and
net-benefit planning at the follower level. They generalize
the follower’s goal and naturally occur both in the securityrelated and robustness-related scenarios. In the former, we
can now model attackers that wish to inflict maximal damage (e.g., sum of users associated to compromised domains).
In the latter, we can now model agents that maximize the
achievable benefits subject to the damage inflicted by the adversarial event. Solving such more general Stackelberg planning tasks is, in principle, straightforward: we can use the
well-known compilation from net-benefit to classical planning (Keyder and Geffner 2009).
Our empirical evaluation shows that SLS outperforms
previous approaches for Stackelberg planning. The improvement is consistent, and is particularly pronounced in tasks
with large leader action spaces and in net-benefit Stackelberg planning where follower subtasks are inherently harder
to solve. We thus significantly extend the scope of Stackelberg planning tools.

Stackelberg planning is a recent framework where a leader
and a follower each choose a plan in the same planning task,
the leader’s objective being to maximize plan cost for the
follower. This formulation naturally captures security-related
(leader=defender, follower=attacker) as well as robustnessrelated (leader=adversarial event, follower=agent) scenarios.
Solving Stackelberg planning tasks requires solving many related planning tasks at the follower level (in the worst case,
one for every possible leader plan). Here we introduce new
methods to tackle this source of complexity, through sharing
information across follower tasks. Our evaluation shows that
these methods can significantly reduce both the time needed
to solve follower tasks and the number of follower tasks that
need to be solved in the first place.

Introduction
Stackelberg planning (Speicher et al. 2018a) is a recent
framework inspired by Stackelberg security games (Tambe
2011; Shieh et al. 2014). It models a single exchange of adversarial plan choice between two agents, leader and follower, acting in the same planning task. The leader’s objective is to maximize the follower’s plan cost. Solutions
form a Pareto front containing pairs of leader/follower plans.
This captures security-related scenarios like network security, where the leader must make it as hard as possible for an
attacker to harm the system. It can also capture robustnessrelated scenarios, by assessing the impact of an adversarial
event (constructed by the leader) on the cost of the follower’s
plan (the agent acting in the domain at hand). Stackelberg
planning has been used in large-scale studies to evaluate the
efficacy of new protocol proposals for the email infrastructure (Speicher et al. 2018b) and for the web (Tizio 2018)
where performance and flexibility are key features.
Previous work by Speicher et al. (2018a) introduced a
search algorithm in the space of leader actions, where each
node corresponds to solving a follower task. Thus, one may
need to solve exponentially many follower subtasks, each of
which is a cost-optimal classical planning task.
We introduce Symbolic Leader Search (SLS), a new algorithm for solving Stackelberg planning tasks. SLS aims to
effectively reuse as much information as possible between

Background
Classical Planning
A SAS+ classical planning task is a tuple (V, A, I, G) where
V is a set of variables of finite domain (Bäckström and Nebel
1995). A state is a value assignment to all variables in V,
and a partial state p is an assignment to a subset of variables Vp ⊆ V. Given a (partial) state s, and a set of variables
V ⊆ Vs , s|V denotes the projection of s onto V . Given two
pairs of partial states s, t with disjoint variables, we define
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c(π1L ) ≥ c(π2L ) ∧ c(π1F ) ≤ c(π2F ). The domination is
strict if one of the inequalities is strict. The Stackelberg
planning problem is computing a Pareto front, i.e., a set
of non strictly-dominated Stackelberg plans which dominate
all other Stackelberg plans.
Let ΠS be a Stackelberg planning task, and PF a Pareto
front of ΠS . We define the set of cost entries of PF as
c(PF ) = {(c(π L ), c(π F )) | (π L , π F ) ∈ PF }. Note that,
even though there are many possible Pareto fronts for a planning task, they all have the same set of cost entries. Moreover, it is sufficient to include a single plan (π L , π F ) in
the Pareto front for each cost entry. Therefore, each task
has a unique Pareto front size defined as |PF (ΠS )| =
|c(|PF (ΠS )|)|.
Stackelberg tasks are solved by performing a search in
the space of leader actions, and solving the corresponding
follower subtask at every node. Previous work by Speicher
et al. (2018a) proposed to use iterative-deepening search
(IDS) on the leader state space. This allows for a simple
but important optimization, caching the plan of the parent
and testing whether the same plan is a solution for any successor. This avoids many unnecessary calls to the follower
subsolver, greatly speeding the search.
Another important enhancement is upper-bound pruning.
Given a global upper bound on the follower cost, we can
prune any leader state that has leader cost greater than any
other state with a follower cost equal to the upper bound.
This upper bound can be determined whenever V L ∩ V F =
∅.1 In that case, all follower subtasks have the same initial state and, therefore, a follower task, Π+ , can be defined
where all actions that can be disabled by the leader have been
removed. As removing actions can only increase a task’s solution cost, the follower cost of Π+ is an upper bound on the
follower cost of any other follower subtask.

their union s ∪ t as a partial state over Vs ∪ Vt that agrees
with both s and t. A partial state s satisfies another p (written s |= p) if s[v] = p[v] for all v ∈ Vp ∪ Vs . I is the initial
state, and G is a partial state that represents the goal. A is a
set of actions, where each action a ∈ A has a precondition,
pre(a), and an effect eff (a), which are partial states. An action a is applicable in a state s iff s |= pre(a). The resulting
successor of applying a in s is s[[a]] = s|V\Veff (a) ∪ eff (a).
A plan is a sequence of actions that go from I to any state
s s.t. s |= G. Moreover, each action has a cost c(a) ∈ R+
0,
and the cost of a plan is the summed up cost of all its actions.
A plan is optimal if it has a minimum cost.
Optimal planning is the problem of finding an optimal
plan for any given planning task. Cost-bounded planning is
the problem of, given a planning task and a cost bound B,
returning a plan that has cost lower or equal to B or, if no
such plan exists, returning “unsolvable”.
Symbolic search is a well-known approach for exhaustive
state space exploration in model-checking (McMillan 1993)
and cost-optimal planning (Edelkamp and Kissmann 2009;
Torralba et al. 2017). In symbolic search, Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDDs) (Bryant 1986) are used to compactly represent sets of states as functions that map variable assignments to true or false, depending on whether such an assignment belongs to that set or not. We use the term V -BDD to
denote a set of partial assignments over a specific subset of
variables V ⊆ V. BDDs offer a compact representation that
often has an exponential gain in memory efficiency over listing all states in the set. Moreover, standard BDD operations
can be used to operate on sets of states, e.g., the union of two
sets of states corresponds to the disjunction of their BDDs
(S ∨ S 0 ), and their intersection corresponds to the respective
conjunction (S ∧ S 0 ). The runtime of these operations depends on the BDD size, but not on the number of states in
the set, translating the gain in memory to a gain in time.

Symbolic Leader Search
Stackelberg Planning

As in previous work by Speicher et al. (2018a), our main
algorithm, symbolic leader search, SLS performs an exploration on the space of actions for the leader, using classical
planning algorithms to solve the follower subtasks that result from leader plans. Thus, we can divide the overall algorithm into two parts: the search on the leader space and the
follower subtasks. To solve the follower subtasks, previous
work considered an optimal planner using explicit A∗ search
with the LM-cut heuristic (Helmert and Domshlak 2009).
We also consider symbolic bidirectional blind search (Torralba et al. 2017), which, as we will discuss in the following
subsections, has a synergy with SLS due to employing backward search and a symbolic representation.
SLS focuses on how to reuse information among subtasks. Outside of the subsolver, SLS (1) exploits the follower
cost of previous follower subtasks that have been optimally
solved as a bound for subsequent calls to the follower solver;

A Stackelberg planning task is a tuple (V, AL , AF , I,
G). The set of actions is split into the leader actions AL
and the follower actions AF . The set of variables V can
thus be categorized into three subsets. Leader (V L ) and follower (V F ) variables are those that appear in the effect of a
leader/follower action. The subtask variables (V T ⊆ V L ) are
those leader variables that appear in the goal or in the precondition of a follower action. Note that these subsets may
overlap. We assume w.l.o.g. that VG ⊆ V F .
Each sequence of leader actions π L that is applicable on
I corresponds to an assignment to V T , which is I[[π L ]]|V T .
Given an assignment X to V T , one can construct a planning
task ΠX = (V F , AX , IX , G) that corresponds exactly to the
follower subtask. All such tasks are defined over the same set
of variables, V F , and contain the subset of follower actions
AX ⊆ AF such that preconditions over variables in V T \V F
are satisfied by X. The initial state IX is X|V F ∪ I|V F \V T .
A pair (π L , π F ) is a Stackelberg plan if π L is a sequence of leader actions applicable on I, and π F is an
optimal plan for the follower subtask ΠI[[πL ]] . A Stackelberg plan (π1L , π1F ) is dominated by another (π2L , π2F ) if

1

This is a natural property whenever the leader has higher-level
actuators than the follower: e.g. changing a road network versus
moving in it; changing a network configuration versus trying to
break into it. In these cases, the effect of leader actions (e.g., block
a road, update a server) cannot be undone by the follower.
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didate subtasks that could possibly add a new entry in the
Pareto front, S T , represented as a V T -BDD. This is done
with standard BDD operations (see line 7), projecting S L
onto those leader variables that are relevant for the follower
(V T ), and subtracting all previously solved subtasks.
While there are follower subtasks in S T that remain to
be solved, one of them is chosen and solved by the follower
solver. If the follower task is unsolvable, then we have found
the last entry of the Pareto front (with F = ∞) and the algorithm ends. Otherwise, we update the value of cF . The function RegressPlan returns the set of follower subtasks for
which the same plan can be applied, as detailed in the next
section. Different strategies could be applied, as long as it
is guaranteed that the current subtask belongs to this set, so
that no subtask is solved more than once. Once again, while
there may be exponentially many such subtasks, we take advantage of a compact BDD representation to keep this computation tractable. All those subtasks are removed from S T
with a single BDD operation (line 17), possibly avoiding the
enumeration of exponentially many leader states.
One important detail when using BDDs is the variable ordering, since the size of the BDD (and therefore the memory and running time of the algorithm) can be heavily affected by exponential factors under different variable orderings (Bryant 1986; Kissmann and Hoffmann 2014). We split
the variables into three partitions ordered from top to bottom: (i) leader-only variables V L \ V F , (ii) common variables V L ∪ V F , and (iii) follower-only variables V F \ V L .
The intuition is that this simplifies the operations that project
out these sets of variables (e.g., in line 7 of Algorithm 1).
The order inside each partition is decided independently by
a standard algorithm used to optimize BDD variable orderings in planning (Kissmann and Edelkamp 2011), only considering leader variables for partition (i), and only considering follower actions for partitions (ii) and (iii). This is important when the follower solver employs symbolic bidirectional search, as taking into account leader variables when
optimizing the order of follower variables may be harmful
for the performance of the follower subsolver.

Algorithm 1: Symbolic Leader Search (SLS)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Input: Stackelberg Task ΠS = (V, AL , AF , I, G)
Output: Pareto front
cL ← 0, cF ← −1
F + ← GlobalUpperBound(ΠS )
Solved ← ∅
ParetoFront ← ∅
while cF < F + ∧ cL < ∞ do
S L ← UniformCostSearchLayer(cL )
S T ← S L |V T ∧ ¬Solved
while S T 6= ∅ do
ΠF ← ChooseSubtask(S T )
plan, lb, ub ← Planner(ΠF , cF , lb, ub)
if plan not found then
cF ← ∞
ST ← ∅
else
cF ← max(cF , cost(plan))
sol , ub ← RegressPlan(plan, ub)
S T ← S T ∧ ¬sol
Solved ← Solved ∨ sol
AddIfNotDominated(ParetoFront, cL , cF )
cL ← nextL;
return ParetoFront

and (2) keeps track of the set of follower subtasks that are
solved by some previously found plan. Inside the subsolver,
three sources of information are exploited: a lower bound
cF on the follower cost on other subtasks with the same or
lower leader cost, and two functions lb and ub. These functions allow for reusing information across follower subtasks
and are discussed in detail in the next subsection.
SLS (see Algorithm 1) enumerates the leader search space
layer by layer, using symbolic uniform-cost search on the
space of leader actions over the set of leader variables. After
exhausting a layer, the uniform cost search returns a set of
leader states S L that is reachable with leader cost cL . These
states are represented as a V L -BDD, avoiding their explicit
enumeration, so that the algorithm can scale in tasks with
large leader state spaces. Exploring the leader space layer
by layer allows us to keep track of several global variables,
namely cL , cF , the current Pareto front, and Solved . cL is
the current leader cost. As all layers of leader cost up to cL
have already been fully explored, the Pareto front up to that
point has already been computed and can be reported up
front, providing the user with partial results before the entire search is finished. Moreover, we also keep track of the
current follower bound cF , which is the highest optimal solution cost for any solved subtask with leader cost cL or less.
All subtasks with an optimal follower cost lower or equal to
cF do not contribute to the final Pareto front, so optimal solutions are not needed for them. Finally, we keep track of a
set of solved subtasks, Solved , which are known to have an
optimal cost lower or equal than the current cF bound.
In each iteration, the first step is to obtain the set of can-

Cost-Bounded Follower Solvers
A core idea of our approach is that it is not necessary to compute the optimal solution for every follower subtask to obtain
the optimal Pareto front, as done previously. Instead, it suffices to compute the optimal solution for those subtasks that
belong to the optimal Pareto front (i.e., at most one for each
leader cost). For all other follower subtasks, it is enough to
find any solution of lower or equal cost than any entry in the
Pareto front with lower or equal leader cost. For this, one
can use specialized bounded cost search algorithms (Thayer
et al. 2012; Haslum 2013; Stern et al. 2014; Dobson and
Haslum 2013) using the current cF -bound. In practice, this
is often much more efficient, even when the bound is the optimal follower cost (and therefore an optimal solution must
be found anyway), since we can avoid proving optimality.
More precisely, our follower subtask solvers receive as input a classical planning task Π, and a cost bound B. The
corresponding solution is a plan of cost B or less if one
exists. Otherwise, it must return an optimal plan if one ex12000
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• lb is an admissible estimate, i.e., it provides a lower bound
on the goal distance from every state.
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ists or “unsolvable” otherwise. Note that this is somewhere
between cost-bounded and optimal planning. A straightforward approach is to use a cost-bounded planner and run an
optimal planner in case it fails to find a solution.
To transform any search-based follower solver into a costbounded version, we consider two functions that map states
of the follower task to numerical values: lb and ub:

lb
parameter to follower solver

• ub is an upper bound on solution cost such that for all
non-goal states s, ub(s) ≥ mina∈AF c(a) + ub(s[[a]]).
This property ensures that a plan can be reconstructed in
polynomial time in the size of the task and the plan length
if there are no 0-cost actions.2

Figure 1: Computation and use of lower and upper bounds.
A sufficient criterion to identify that a task dominates another is to compare the set of actions.

We assume that lb and ub are represented symbolically, as
a function from upper bounds to V F -BDDs. That is, for each
possible return value, we keep a BDD that represents the set
of follower states with this value. This is a common way to
represent heuristics in symbolic search planning (Kissmann
and Edelkamp 2011). Figure 1 summarizes how these functions are obtained, as detailed in the next sections, and used.
We modify all search algorithms to use ub as follows.
During the search, any time a state s is generated, we check
whether g(s) + ub(s) ≤ F , where g(s) is the cost of the
path from I to s. If so, we stop the search and return a plan
of cost g(s) + ub(s) passing through s. As ub is represented
symbolically, this is also possible in symbolic search.
To aggressively look for a solution below the cost bound
B, we use a greedy best-first search with the FF heuristic (Hoffmann and Nebel 2001) and a time limit of 1s, pruning any node whose g-value plus the lower bound lb is
greater than B. Due to the time limit and the inadmissible
heuristic, this is an incomplete configuration, so if it finishes
without finding a solution within the bound, we run one of
the optimal solvers on the same subtask.
Even though using lb is straightforward for A∗ -based
solvers by taking the minimum among the heuristic and the
value of lb, we do not use it here for practical reasons: extracting lb requires using the symbolic bidirectional search
solver and none of our configurations use it with LM-cut. We
do not use lb to bolster the symbolic search solver, as it performs blind search without using heuristics, and experimental analysis show that using heuristics is not always helpful
in such setting (Speck, Geißer, and Mattmüller 2020).

Proposition 1. Let Π1 = hV F , A1 , I1 , Gi and Π2 =
hV F , A2 , I2 , Gi be two tasks with a common set of variables
and goal, s.t. A2 ⊆ A1 . Then, Π1 dominates Π2 .
Whenever dominance is established, we can use it to
transfer bounds.
Proposition 2. Let Π1 and Π2 be two tasks such that Π1
dominates Π2 . Then any lower bound function for Π1 is a
lower bound for Π2 , and any upper bound function for Π2
is an upper bound for Π1 .
It is well known that symbolic backward search provides
the exact goal distance on all states around the goal. This
has been used in the past in order to compute admissible
heuristics (Torralba, López, and Borrajo 2018). Therefore,
whenever symbolic bidirectional search is used as a solver,
we use the perimeter created by the backward search as a
lower and upper bound that can be transferred to other tasks.
This is mainly useful to obtain lower bound functions for
the FF solver, as follower subtasks are explored by increasing leader cost and, typically, leader actions tend to disable
actions for the follower and not to enable them (since the
objective of the leader is to increase follower cost). If that is
the case, the initial task that is optimally solved at the beginning of the algorithm dominates all other tasks and therefore
any symbolic backward search performed on it can be used
as a lower bound function on all subsequent subtasks.
Moreover, we can also transfer any backward search on
Π+ as an upper bound function to all other subtasks. To
boost this effect, whenever the upper-bound pruning optimization is enabled, we force symbolic bidirectional search
to choose the backward direction for up to 30 seconds.

Transferring Bounds Across Subtasks

Plan Reuse Strategies

The similarity between follower subtasks can be directly exploited by sharing lower and upper bounds on solution cost
among them. As they share a common set variables and
a common goal, we can define dominance across follower
subtasks in the following way:

Inspired by a technique presented by Kolobov, Mausam, and
Weld (2012) for probabilistic planning, we use the wellknown notion of regression to generalize from individual
follower plans. Generalization in our case pertains to two
parts: (1) allowing for early termination of subsequent calls
to the follower subsolver, and (2) removing entire follower
subtasks from consideration.
Algorithm 2 depicts the function RegressPlan. It is
called whenever a follower subtask has been solved in the
leader search and a follower plan ha1 , . . . , an i have been

Definition 1. Let Π1 and Π2 be two planning tasks with a
common set of variables. We say that Π1 dominates Π2 if
h∗1 (s) ≤ h∗2 (s) for all states s.
2
In tasks with 0-cost actions, ub also needs to account for the
number of 0-cost actions but we omit such details for simplicity.
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tions, this is too restrictive. Consider, for example, the robustness of a road network in a logistics-like scenario. The
follower’s goal is to deliver packages from their respective
pick-up location to different target locations. As soon as the
leader blocks any pick-up or delivery location, the follower
task becomes unsolvable. Consequently, all configurations
where a package cannot be delivered have the same utility, regardless of how many packages still can. This limits
the scope of the robustness analysis. It is more interesting to
identify how many packages can still be delivered given the
damage inflicted by the leader.
Similar in the pentesting scenario. Here, the follower tries
to compromise a set of assets, i.e., computers holding sensitive information. Prior work by Speicher et al. (2018a) considered the goal of accessing all assets. In that case, once
one of the assets has been protected, the follower cost is infinite, even if other assets can be compromised. Vice versa,
if the attacker’s goal is to access any assets, then a defense
measure that protects a single asset is regarded equally good
as one that protects many more. In practice, assets hold different kinds of information that are valuated during risk assessment (Tsiakis and Stephanides 2005). Therefore, it is
desirable to quantify the leaked information by associating a utility to each piece of information. This is used in
various DAG-based modelling approaches (Kordy, PiètreCambacédès, and Schweitzer 2014), which are typically
used on the local network level, or when quantifying the
potential impact of compromised infrastructure in the internet, e.g., name servers (Ramasubramanian and Sirer 2005)
or content delivery networks (Simeonovski et al. 2017).
Net-benefit Stackelberg planning allows the specification
of soft goals, each being a partial state goal with an associated utility. The goal of the follower is to find a plan that
maximizes utility minus cost. This is a natural way to model
problems where the follower has more than a single goal.
Net-benefit Stackelberg planning tasks can be handled by
the same algorithms as Stackelberg planning. We simply
compile the utilities of soft goals into action cost, as done in
classical planning (Keyder and Geffner 2009). Namely, for
each soft goal we introduce an auxiliary action that achieves
this fact3 with a cost equal to the utility. These auxiliary actions remove a flag that is a precondition for all ordinary
actions, so that once an auxiliary action achieves a soft goal,
no ordinary actions are applicable.

Algorithm 2: RegressPlan

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: Stackelberg Task (V, AL , AF , I, G)
Input: Follower plan: ha1 , . . . , an i
Input: Previous upper bound function: ub
Output: Set of solved states and updated ub function
g←0;
Cn+1 ← G ;
ub[g] ← ub[g] ∨ BDD(Cn+1 ) ;
for i ∈ [n...1] do
Ci ← regress V F ∪V T (Ci+1 , ai ) ;
g ← g + c(a) ;
ub[g] ← ub[g] ∨ BDD(Ci ) ;
return BDD(C1 |V T ), ub ;

found. (If the follower subtask was unsolvable, the leader
search terminates anyway.) RegressPlan then identifies
a condition Ci at every step 1 ≤ i ≤ n along the found plan
such that for every state s, s |= Ci implies that hai , . . . , an i
is a follower plan for s. The conditions are computed by
traversing the plan back to front, and computing in each step
the regression of the respective action with the previously
computed condition. In the regression, we must take into
account all relevant variables V F ∪ V T to correctly compute these conditions. V F alone identifies states within all
follower tasks, while V T provides the context, i.e., it constrains the follower subtasks to those in which the actions in
the plan have not been disabled by the leader.
For the purpose of (1), the extracted conditions feed directly into the follower-cost upper bound ub. For every
state that satisfies Ci , we have now found a plan with cost
c(hai , . . . , an i). The ub function is updated with appropriate BDD operations (lines 3 and 7). When a new follower
subtask sT ∈ S T is chosen to be solved, ub is transformed
into an upper bound function for the corresponding follower
subtask by computing (ub[g] ∧ BDD(sT |V T \V F ))|V F for
each follower cost g. This restricts the upper bounds to those
computed plans whose conditions projected onto the leader
preconditions are still satisfied. In a final step, the resulting
BDDs are projected onto V F to obtain the V F -BDD that
represents states of the follower subtask.
Regarding (2), consider the condition C1 computed for
the entire plan ha1 , . . . , an i. Since all variables of V F \ V T
in C1 must necessarily be assigned to their respective values
in I, C1 projected onto V T hence identifies all subtasks with
follower plan ha1 , . . . , an i. At this point, we know, however,
that any new entry in the Pareto front must have an optimal
follower plan cost higher than the cost of this plan. Hence,
all subtasks identified by C1 |V T can safely be pruned. Note
that C1 |V T always represents the subtask that was solved by
the last call to the follower sub-solver. This property is required (and sufficient by itself) to guarantee the termination
of the overall leader search.

Evaluation
We implemented our new SLS algorithm on top of the
Stackelberg framework by Speicher et al. (2018a), built upon
the Fast Downward planning system (Helmert 2006). We ran
our experiments with the Downward Lab toolkit (Seipp et al.
2017) on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 v3, 2.30 GHz. For
each task, we set a 30 minute time limit and a 4 GB memory
limit, ignoring the translate and preprocessing phase which
is equal for all configurations. Our source code, benchmarks,
and results are publicly available (Torralba et al. 2021).

Net-Benefit Stackelberg Planning

3
We assume that soft goals are single facts. Otherwise an auxiliary fact representing the soft goal needs to be introduced as well.

Previous work on Stackelberg planning assumed that all follower goals must be achieved. However, for many applica12002
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114
102
104

31
107
232
94
118
100
104

31
107
233
94
118
99
104

631

663

698

693

698

601

776

784

786

786

56
61
180
37
61
38
57

62
62
182
40
54
47
58

78
66
189
40
56
52
64

78
66
214
43
55
58
68

86
65
217
43
55
58
69

19
68
151
54
96
66
53

26
86
179
86
101
76
73

28
87
181
87
103
82
75

29
97
189
92
116
89
83

29
95
188
92
116
90
79

490

505

545

582

593

507

627

643

695

689

Table 1: Maximum and average size of the Pareto front |PF (ΠS )| on solved instances and coverage using LMcut and symbolic
bidirectional search subsolvers. We enable SLS’s features one by one: reusing upper bounds (ub), upper bound pruning (Π+ )
and cost-bounded search with the FF heuristic (FF). We highlight the best configurations for each subsolver.

Benchmark Set

mains, but increase the number of locations relative to the
number of objects and goals. To do this, we generated instances of those domains with a size chosen s.t. the baseline
planner can solve the instance in ≈10-60 seconds. Then, we
scaled the number of locations. This provides the follower
with more paths to the goal, and the leader with more options to increase the follower’s cost, leading to larger Pareto
fronts. We also replaced Mystery by the more modern Nomystery domain, and Sokoban (which does not admit a high
number of locations without making the task significantly
easier) with Transport. Compared to other domains, Transport features a more realistic road map, where locations are
assigned coordinates in a plane and the action cost to travel
between locations is their straight-line distance. This leads
to larger Pareto fronts than any other domain.
N ET is a set of net-benefit instances, discussed below.

We evaluate our algorithms on three benchmark sets:
O LD, N EW, and N ET. O LD is the one used by Speicher
et al. (2018a). We include it to have a direct comparison with
the same instances. It contains instances of classical planning IPC domains, but extended with n leader actions that
disable preconditions of some follower actions. For each instance, we chose the versions (n = 2, 4, 8, . . . , 512) out of
19 versions Speicher et al. considered. Upper bound pruning
is applicable on all instances. All of them (with the exception of the Pentesting domain, cf.) involve the transportation
of some objects to some locations. But the number of locations is small compared to the number of objects or goals,
and thus succinct leader plans are often sufficient to render
the follower’s goal unsolvable. The left-hand side of Table 1
shows the maximum and average size of the Pareto front for
each instance. Most solved instances in the O LD set have
very small Pareto front. Note that a Pareto front size of 1
means that the only Pareto-optimal choice for the leader is
doing nothing. A size of 2 indicates that it has only one other
option, which is typically to make some follower goal(s) unreachable with few actions.
N EW extends the previous benchmark set with instances
better suited for the evaluation of Stackelberg planning algorithms. We base our new instance set on the same do-

Evaluation of SLS
Table 1 shows overall coverage. Of course, the choice of the
underlying classical planner depends on the domain, e.g.,
LM-cut works best on Logistics and Sokoban, whereas symbolic bidirectional search is superior on Rovers, Transport
and TPP. Our new algorithm, SLS, clearly outperforms the
baseline, IDS (Speicher et al. 2018a), with both solvers. The
only exception is the Pentesting domain where the symbolic
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Figure 3: Total time and optimal follower searches of SLSub and SLS-ub-Π+ -FF with symbolic bidirectional search.

Figure 2: Total time and optimal follower searches for IDS
and SLS-ub with symbolic bidirectional search.

uns.

uns.

Opt sub-solver calls Net

representation suffers due to the huge number of variables.
The time spent at the leader search level is a low percentage of the total time, indicating that the main bottleneck is
the time spent by the follower subsolvers. This means that
the advantage of SLS mainly comes from two factors: (1)
the number of calls to the follower subsolver, and (2) the
speedup provided by sharing the bound functions.
Our ablation analysis, enabling an optimization at a time,
provides insights on what the main reasons for the advantage of SLS are. The main difference between IDS and the
basic version of SLS is that the latter explores the leader
space with symbolic search layer by layer, reusing all previously found plans, instead of only the parent’s plan. Hence
the performance difference between both is mainly due to
the number of calls to the subsolver. Moreover, using the ub
function is almost always beneficial, speeding up each call
to the follower subsolver by allowing an early termination.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the baseline IDS, and
SLS-ub in terms of runtime and number of subsolver calls.
The plot displays a clear trend regarding the planner performance with respect to the Pareto front size. Whenever, the
Pareto front size has only 1 or 2 entries, few follower subsearches are needed by both algorithms. In those tasks, the
overall running time is only determined by how efficient the
follower subsolver is and there is little room of improvement
for reducing the number of calls to the subsolver or reusing
information among different calls. Tasks with a Pareto front
of 3 or more, however, require a much higher number of subsolver searches. By better reusing information among them,
SLS-ub significantly reduces the number of searches, and
the total time often by more than an order of magnitude.
Figure 3 shows in detail the effect of enabling upperbound pruning (Π+ ) and cost-bounded FF search. Both have
up to 30s of pre-processing in the form of symbolic backward search to obtain upper (ub) and lower (lb) bounds.
However, as the results of Table 1 indicate, this often pays
off in terms of coverage and it is also slightly beneficial in
runtime on instances where SLS-ub uses more than 100s.
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Figure 4: Comparison of N EW and N ET instances when using SLS-ub with symbolic bidirectional search.
goal fact to be an individual soft goal with a utility of 10000.
This is significantly higher than the cost of any leader plan
in these domains, so that the follower maximizes the number of achieved goals, while reducing its cost. Rather than
modifying the PDDL encoding, we implemented the softgoal compilation as a final step in Fast Downward’s translator (Helmert 2009). Therefore, N ET and N EW instances use
the same variable representation so this constitutes a very
direct evaluation of the impact on having soft goals.
Figure 4 compares SLS-ub on both instance sets, and
other configurations have very similar results in this regard.
Net-benefit instances are often much harder, though the impact depends on the domain. Higher impact can be observed
in domains like Rovers or Pentesting, where the average
Pareto front size increased the most (see Table 1). Many
N EW instances of these domains have tiny Pareto fronts and
require very few follower sub-searches. However, this is no
longer true in their net-benefit counterparts. Coverage results
show that SLS is particularly good on this set beating IDS
even on the Pentesting domain, due to the higher proportion
of hard tasks where many follower subtasks must be solved.

Conclusion
We introduced SLS, an algorithm for solving Stackelberg planning tasks. It exploits symbolic leader search and
cost-bounded follower search to share information between
subtasks. SLS thus consistently outperforms previous approaches, in particular when the leader action space is large
or when we consider soft goals.

Evaluation of Net-benefit Planning
To analyze the gap in difficulty between standard and netbenefit Stackelberg planning, we introduce the N ET instance
set. The instances are the same as in N EW, but consider each
12004
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